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What is Topology?

• Rooted in:
• Geometry (our focus)

• Topology here involves properties preserved by 
transformations called homeomorphisms.

• Analysis: study of real and complex functions
• Topology here involves abstractions of concepts generalized 

from analysis

• Open sets, continuity, metric spaces, etc.

• Types of Topologists: 
• Point set topologists

• Differential topologists

• Algebraic topologists…

Source: Gemignani



Towards Topological Invariants

• Geometrical topologists work with properties 

of an object that survive distortion and 

stretching.

• e.g. ordering of beads on a string is preserved

• Substituting elastic for string

• Tying string in knots 

Source: Barr



• Distortions are allowed if you don’t*

• disconnect what was connected

• e.g. make a cut or a hole (or a “handle”)

• connect what was not connected

• e.g. joining ends of previously unjoined string or 

filling in a hole

Towards Topological Invariants

Source: Barr

Legal continuous bending and stretching transformations of torus into cup.

Torus and cup are homeomorphic to each other.

See caveat on 

next slide.



Towards Topological Invariants

• Can make a break if we rejoin it afterwards 

in the same way as before.

Source: Barr

Trefoil knot and curve are homeomorphic to each other.  They 

can be continuously deformed, via bending and stretching, into 

each other in 4-dimensional space*.

* Barr states this as a conjecture; another source states is as a fact.



Connectivity

• Lump of clay is simply connected.

• One piece

• No holes

• Any closed curve on it divides the whole 

surface into 2 parts*:

• inside

• outside

• *Jordan Curve Theorem is difficult to prove.

Source: Barr



Connectivity (continued)

• For 2 circles on simply connected surface, second circle is either

• tangent to first circle

• is disjoint from first circle

• intersects first circle in 2 places

• For 2 circles on torus

• line need not divide surface into 2 pieces

• 2 circles can cross each other at one point

Source: Barr



Connectivity (continued)

• On a “lump of clay”, given a closed curve 

joined at two distinct points to another 

closed curve

• Homeomorphism cannot change the fact that 

there are two joints.

• No new joints can appear.

• Neither joint can be removed.

Source: Barr



Connectivity (continued)

• Preserving topological entities:

Source: Barr

3 connected 

curve 

segments 

partition 

surface of 

sphere into 3 

regions. 

“pulling” the 

curves onto 

this side 

preserves 

number of 

curve 

segments, 

regions, and 

connection 

points

further 

distortion 

preserves 

topological 

entities

2 connection 

points



Revisiting Euler’s Formula for 

Polyhedra
• V – E + F = 2

• Proof generalizes 
formula and shows it 
remains true under 
certain operations.

• Before the proof, verify 
formula for distorted 
embedding of 
tetrahedron onto 
sphere, which is a 
simply connected 
surface.

Source: Barr



Revisiting Euler’s Formula for 

Polyhedra (continued)

• “Pull” arrangement of 
line segments around to 
front and verify formula.

• This gives us a vehicle 
for discussing 
operations on a drawing 
on a simply connected 
surface.

• Explore operations 
before giving the proof…

Source: Barr



Revisiting Euler’s Formula for 

Polyhedra (continued)

• Operations must abide by rules:

• Vertices must retain identity as marked points 
in same order.

• C0 connectivity is preserved.

• Figure is drawn on a simply connected 
surface.

• Every curve segment has a vertex
• at its free end if there are any free ends

• where it touches or crosses another curve segment

• Any enclosure counts as a face.

Source: Barr



Revisiting Euler’s Formula for 

Polyhedra (continued)

• For a single curve segment:

• 1 unbounded face

• 2 vertices 

• V – E + F = 2 – 1 + 1 = 2

• Connecting the 2 ends preserves formula.

Source: Barr



Revisiting Euler’s Formula for 

Polyhedra (continued)

Source: Barr

Alternatively, 

cross first line 

with another.

The only way to obtain a new face is by adding at least one edge.

Edge must either connect with both its ends or be itself a loop.



Revisiting Euler’s Formula for 

Polyhedra (continued)

• Proof claims that the following 8 cases are 

exhaustive:

Source: Barr



Revisiting Euler’s Formula for 

Polyhedra (continued)

Source: Barr

-These are all the legal ways of adding 

edges and vertices.

-Thus we can draw any such 

connected figure on a simply 

connected surface while preserving 

Euler’s formula.

-Must also apply to polyhedra.
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Goals

• Introduce standard topological language to 
facilitate triangulation and mesh dialogue.

• Understand space:

– how it is connected;

– how we can decompose it.

• Form bridge between continuous and 
discrete geometric concepts.

– Discrete context is convenient for 
computation.

Source: Edelsbrunner



Simplicial Complexes: Simplices

• Fundamental discrete representation of continuous space.

– Generalize triangulation.

• Definitions:  

– Points are affinely independent if no affine space of dimension i contains 

more than i +1 of the points.

– k-simplex is convex hull of a collection of k +1 affinely independent points.

– Face of s : 

Sconvs

Source: Edelsbrunner
The 4 types of nonempty simplices in R3.

s 



Simplicial Complexes

Source: Edelsbrunner
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• Definition:  A simplicial complex is collection K of faces of a finite number 

of simplices, any 2 of which are either disjoint or meet in a common 

face.

Violations of the definition.

Sconvs

s 



Simplicial Complexes: 

Stars and Links

Source: Edelsbrunner
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• Use special subsets to discuss local structure of a simplicial complex.

• Definitions:  

– Star of a simplex  consists of all simplices that contain .

– Link consists of all faces of simplices in the star that don’t intersect .

Star is generally not closed.  Link is always a simplicial complex.



Simplicial Complexes: 

Abstract Simplicial Complexes

• Eliminate geometry by substituting set of vertices 

for each simplex.

– Focus on combinatorial structure.

• Definition: A finite system A of finite sets is an 

abstract simplicial complex if: 

Source: Edelsbrunner

  AA    and 

Vert A is union of vertex sets.

A is subsystem of power set 

of Vert A.

A is a subcomplex of an n-simplex, 

where n+1 = card Vert A.

*

* like first rule for simplicial complex

Simple example: A = {0,{1},{2},{1,2}}



Simplicial Complexes: 

Posets

Source: Edelsbrunner

• Definition: Set system with inclusion relation forms partially ordered set 

(poset), denoted:

• Hasse diagram of a k-simplex:

– Sets are nodes.

– Smaller sets are below larger ones.

– Inclusions are edges (implied includes not shown). 

),( A

0 0

{  , {1}}0 {  , {1}}0 {  , {2}}0

{  , {1},{2},{1,2}}0



Simplicial Complexes: Nerves

• One way to construct abstract simplicial complex 

uses nerve of arbitrary finite set C:

 0| Nrv   CC

Source: Edelsbrunner

   CC  Nrv Nrv Hence  . then  If   

Nerve is therefore an abstract simplicial complex.

Example:

C is union of elliptical regions.

Each set in covering 

corresponds to a vertex.

k+1 sets with nonempty 

intersection define a k-simplex.

System of subsets with nonempty intersection.



Subdivision: 

Barycentric Coordinates

• Two ways to refine complexes by 

decomposing simplices into smaller pieces 

are introduced later.

• Both ways rely on barycentric coordinates.

• Non-negative coefficients gi such that x = Si gipi.

Si gi=1

Source: Edelsbrunner
Barycenter (centroid) : all barycentric coordinates = 1/(k+1)

Standard k-simplex 

= convex hull of 

endpoints of k+1 

unit vectors.



Subdivision: 

Barycentric Subdivision

• Subdivision connecting barycenters of 

simplices.

• Example:

Source: Edelsbrunner



Subdivision: 

Dividing an Interval
• Barycentric subdivision can have unattractive numerical behavior.

• Alternative: try to preserve angles.

– Distinguish different ways to divide [0,1]:

• (k+1)-division associates point x with division of [0,1] into pieces of 

lengths g0, g1, g2, …,gk

2

1
2 g

Source: Edelsbrunner

Cut [0,1] into 2 

halves:

2

1
0 g
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1
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Subdividing the rhombus: 

2 cases for dividing line 

of g2 with respect to 

separator of g0 from g1.



Subdivision: 

Edgewise Subdivision
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Source: Edelsbrunner

• Extend triangle subdivision method to d-simplices

• As before:

– Distinguish different ways to divide [0,1]:

• (k+1)-division associates point x with division of [0,1] into pieces of 

lengths g0, g1, g2, …,gk

• Cut [0,1] into j equally long intervals and stack them.

• Each piece has a color (index of corresponding vertex).

• Extend dividers throughout entire stack.

• Matrix corresponds to simplex whose dimension = number of columns – 1.

– Each column corresponds to a vertex of that simplex.

• For fixed       , edgewise subdivision consists of all simplices 

corresponding to color schemes with j rows and k+1 colors. 

color 

scheme 

for Fig. 

3.11:

1j



Subdivision: 

Edgewise Subdivision

Source: Edelsbrunner



Topological Spaces: Topology

• Topological notion of space (from point set topology)

– and important special case of manifolds

• Definition: A topological space is a point set X together with a 
system X of subsets               that satisfies:

i.

ii.

iii.

• System X is a topology.

– Its sets are the open sets in X.

• Example: d-dimensional Euclidean space: Rd .

– Use Euclidean distance to define open ball as set of all points 
closer than some given distance from a given point.

– Topology of Rd is the system of open sets, where each open set 
is a union of open balls.

XA

Source: Edelsbrunner

X X,0

XZXZ  
XZZXZ  finite  and 



Bijection (review)

Source: Wolfram MathWorld



Topological Spaces: 

Homeomorphisms
• Topological spaces are considered same or of same type if they 

are connected in same way.

• Definition: Homeomorphism is a function                   that is 

bijective, continuous, and has a continuous inverse.

– “Continuous” in this context: preimage of every open set is open.

• If homeomorphism exists, then X and Y are homeomorphic:

– Equivalence relation: X and Y are topologically equivalent:

YX :f

Source: Edelsbrunner

YX 

five 1-dimensional spaces with pairwise different topological types



Topological Spaces: Triangulation

• Typically a simplicial complex

• Polyhedron in Rd is the underlying space

of a simplicial complex.

• Triangulation of a topological space X is a 

simplicial complex whose underlying 

space is homeomorphic to X.

Source: Edelsbrunner



Topological Spaces: Manifolds

• Defined locally:

– Neighborhood of point              is an open set 

containing x.

– Topological space X is a k-manifold if every           

has a neighborhood homeomorphic to Rk.

• Examples:

– k-sphere:

Xx

Source: Edelsbrunner
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Topological Spaces: 

Manifolds with Boundary

}0|),,({ 121  xxxxx k

k

k
RH 

Source: Edelsbrunner

• Now allow 2 types of neighborhoods to obtain 

more general class of spaces:

– 2nd type is half an open ball:

• Space X is a k-manifold with boundary if every 

point          has a neighborhood homeomorphic 

to Rk or to Hk.

– Boundary is set of points with a neighborhood 

homeomorphic to Hk.

• Examples:

– k-ball:

Xx



Topological Spaces: Orientability

• Global property.

• Envision (k+1)-dimensional ant walking on k-manifold.

– At each moment ant is on one side of local 
neighborhood it is in contact with.

– Manifold is nonorientable if there’s a walk that brings 
ant back to same neighborhood, but on the other 
side.

– It is orientable if no such path exists.

• Orientable examples:
– Manifold: k-sphere

– Manifold with boundary: k-ball

• Nonorientable examples

Source: Edelsbrunner


